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Abstract—Increasing power densities of many-core systems leaves a fraction of on-chip resources inactive, referred to as dark silicon.
Efficient management of critical interlinked parameters - power, performance and temperature can improve resource utilization and
mitigate dark silicon. In this paper, we present a run-time resource management system for thermal aware performance boosting using
a dark silicon aware run-time application mapping strategy. The mapping policy patterns inactive cores among active cores for
relatively lower and even distribution of operating temperatures. This provides enough thermal headroom for boosting the frequency of
active cores upon performance surges and allows sustained boosting periods, improving the performance further. We design a
controller for thermal aware performance boosting that decides on efficient allocation utilization of power budget and thermal headroom
obtained from patterning. Our strategy yields up to 37% better throughput, 29% lower waiting time and up to 2 × longer boosting
periods, in comparison with other state-of-the-art run-time mapping policies.
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I NTRODUCTION

Power densities of may-core systems are increasing due
to disproportional voltage and technology node scaling,
contributing to higher on-chip temperatures [1], [2]. As a
result, a section of the chip has to remain inactive to function
within safe thermal limits. This inactive circuitry of the chip
is termed as Dark Silicon [3]. Computer systems cap the
power consumption at a fixed upper bound to ensure that
the on-chip temperature due to power dissipation is within
a safe limit. Thermal design power (TDP) is a widely used
design time estimate of the upper bound on power consumption that ensures thermal safety. TDP is a conservative
estimate with the assumption that the chip is operating at
worst case voltage and frequency levels, and workloads
[4]. An efficient alternative to TDP is Thermal Safe Power
(TSP), a variable run-time estimate of upper bound on
power, calculated dynamically as a function of number of
active cores and their spatial alignment [5]. Considering the
mutual thermal effect of neighboring active and inactive
cores, application mapping can determine the maximum
utilizable power budget. Using TSP instead of TDP presents
a scenario where utilizing the same power budget can result
in different temperatures for different mappings.
•
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State-of-the-art application mapping policies that handle
thread-to-core allocation prefer i) a contiguous mapping
scheme to minimize inter-core communication latency [6]
and ii) the set of cores chosen for mapping an application to
be regular geometric structures such that potential incoming
applications do not suffer with a dispersed set of available
cores and to avoid inter-application congestion. At lower
technology nodes, conventional mapping approaches result
in denser mappings which accumulate temperature faster,
limiting the maximum utilizable power budget within safe
thermal limits. In contrast, sparse mappings that compromise on contiguity can provide higher utilizable power budget before reaching the critical temperature. With shrinking transistor sizes and increasing power densities, mapping policies have to be adapted to maximize performance
through efficient power budget utilization.
1.1

Implications of Mapping on Power Density

We demonstrate the effect of mapping on temperature accumulation through the following example. Consider an application with 8 threads to be run on a 16-core system, arranged
in a 4×4 mesh, as shown in Figure 1 (a). Each core in this
system is modeled based on Niagara-2 architecture at 22nm
technology, power and performance metrics are extracted
from the analytical framework of Lumos [7]. The application
is executed on our in-house cycle accurate simulator (see
Section 4). All the 8 threads of the application are mapped
in a dense manner on 8 cores and the remaining cores are
power gated. Each thread of the application consumes an
average power of 5.95 W, resulting in total active power of
47.6 W (5.95×8). We assume the critical temperature of the
chip to be 80 ◦ C. The final steady state temperature of the
system after running the application for 100 ms is shown in
Figure 1 (a). This mapping configuration has resulted in the
chip reaching its critical temperature after consuming 47.6
W of power. For the same application and set up, consider
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Fig. 1. Effect of mapping on temperature and power budget. Each block represents a tile in a 16-core system arranged in 4x4 mesh. Top left corner
of a tile shows power consumption in watts and bottom right corner shows final steady state temperature (a). Dense mapping, (b) Sparse mapping
that consumes same power as dense mapping at lower temperature, (c). Sparse mapping that utilizes more power than dense mapping at same
temperature

the mapping configuration in Figure 1 (b). Here, the same
application is mapped sparsely, such that each active core
has an idle neighbor. As the neighboring cores are relatively
cool, temperature accumulation of active cores is slowed
down. With the same amount of power consumption, the
sparse mapping has resulted in almost 4◦ C lower final
steady state temperatures, showing the effect of mapping
on temperature.
With critical temperature set to 80◦ C, available thermal
headroom can be utilized i) to power up more cores, ii) to
run active cores at a higher frequency i.e., boosting, iii) to
lower overall on-chip temperatures. This allows both perapplication performance to be improved by boosting, and
per-chip throughput by activating more cores. Consider the
final steady state temperature of the same application with
sparse mapping configuration as discussed earlier in Figure
1 (c), which is boosted within thermal safe limits. With
the sparse mapping configuration, the chip has reached its
critical temperature after each core consuming 6.8 W of
power. The total power that can be consumed with sparse
mapping (6.8 ×8=54.4 W) is higher than that of the dense
mapping, yielding a 6.8 W of surplus power budget. The
sparse mapping configuration in Figure 1 (b) has 5.96 %
lower temperature and the one in Figure 1 (c) has 14.2 % of
surplus power budget, over the dense mapping configuration. Assuming that each thread consumes 5.95 W of power
as in Figure 1 (a), the surplus budget can be used to activate
at least one more core on the chip, increasing the utilization to 12.5%, thus mitigating dark silicon. We establish
that the performance and utilization of applications can be
improved by considering sparsity in application mapping,
which provides power headroom for activating more cores
and/or thermal headroom for boosting the frequency of
active cores. We refer to the sparse mapping approach which
aligns cool inactive cores among hot active cores as Dark
silicon patterning [8].
1.2 Impact of Dark Silicon Aware Mapping and Boosting on Performance
The thermal headroom provided with dark silicon patterning can be leveraged to boost the frequency over short bursts
of time to improve performance while minimizing the likeliness of thermal violation. We refer to this technique as boosting, distinguishing from conventional frequency scaling for

performance enhancement [9]. We define boosting period as
the time taken for a power violation to translate into a thermal violation. Boosting period largely depends on available
thermal headroom, on-chip temperatures, the rate at which
temperature accumulates and frequency to be boosted to. In
addition to these factors, power-performance characteristics
of an application and the combination of other concurrent
applications also effect the boosting period. With hot active
cores neighbored by cool inactive cores, dark silicon aware
mapping is likely to result in higher thermal headroom and
importantly a lower rate at which temperature accumulates
with power. Dark silicon aware mapping thus improves
the performance gains from boosting, which necessitates
considering mapping and boosting together at run-time. We
provide insights into the compound effect of dark silicon
aware mapping on boosting with the following example.
Motivational Example: Consider a synthetic application of
8 threads, executed on a similar set up mentioned in Section
1.1 with both dense and sparse mappings. Figure 2 shows
the rate at which transient temperature accumulates for the
application with dense and sparse mappings over 100 ms
of execution time. The thermal profile was extracted using
HotSpot 6.0 [10], with its default configuration. In both
cases, the application started execution with same initial
temperature of 70 ◦ C. However, temperature accumulates
faster with dense mapping, due to each active core’s temperature affecting its neighboring core’s temperature. In contrast, temperature accumulates relatively slower with sparse
mapping, due to the interleaved inactive cores reducing
the compounded effect of temperature among active cores.
After 100 ms of execution, there is about 2 ◦ C of difference
between the temperatures of both the mappings. Assume
a performance surge requirement at 100 ms, which is met
by boosting the frequency of active cores from 3 GHz to
3.75 GHz. The sudden increase in frequency causes increase
in power and temperature, as shown in Figure 3. At time
t=100 ms, the dense mapping is operating at about 76 ◦ C,
while sparse mapping is operating at 74 ◦ C. With dense
mapping being at a relatively higher temperature when
boosting is invoked, subsequent temperature accumulation
towards critical temperature is faster, lowering the period of
boosting. The dense mapping reaches the critical temperature of 80 ◦ C at 131 ms, after sustaining a boosting period
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of 31 ms. With potential thermal violation, the frequency is
reduced back to 3 GHz to reduce the on-chip temperature.
The application finished execution eventually after 189 ms.
On the other hand, the sparse mapping, which is already
at a relatively lower temperature when boosting is invoked,
sustains a longer period of over-boosting of 75 ms (i.e. an
increase of about 2x in the boosting period). As a result,
there is a significant performance gain during the period of
boosting and the application finishes execution by 175 ms.
The sparse mapping configuration could sustain 41% longer
period of over-boosting which reflects in 8% of performance
as compared to the dense mapping. Further, the sparse
mapping remained well below the critical temperature of
80 ◦ C, giving enough thermal headroom for either longer
periods and/or higher levels of over-boosting. The longer
period of boosting in case of sparse mapping can be attributed to both slower accumulation of temperatures and
essentially the cores operating at relatively temperatures at
the time boosting is invoked. Our analysis demonstrates
that mapping applications sparsely at first which is then
followed by boosting, allows to extract better performance.
Further, this avoids frequent oscillation between frequency
up and down scaling that densely mapped applications
suffer with, due to faster temperature accumulation.
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Fig. 2. Effect of mapping on temperature accumulation

the surplus budget provided with mapping, and boosting - to leverage thermal headroom provided with sparse
mappings, thereby improving performance while honoring
power and thermal constraints.
Our contributions are as follows:
•

•

Our Contributions

In our previous work [8], we proposed dark silicon patterning, a run-time mapping technique to balance the heat distribution evenly across the chip to increase power budgets. We
used the surplus power budget to service more applications,
improving the overall chip throughput. Dark silicon patterning also reduces the effect of temperature accumulation
among neighboring active cores, leaving thermal headroom
for active cores to consume relatively more power before
reaching critical temperatures. In the context of this work,
we focus on improving both per-application latency along
with per-chip throughput, within thermal constraints by
utilizing the thermal headroom from dark silicon patterning
to boost the frequency of active cores upon performance
requirements. We propose adBoost, a thermal aware adaptive boosting technique that considers both mapping and
boosting decisions together for creating enough thermal
headroom for sustainable periods of boosting. We split our
approach into 2 steps viz., 1) dark silicon patterning based
mapping and power management, followed by 2) thermal
aware adaptive boosting. We augment our previous runtime controller for power management that supports dynamic application mapping and power allocation with the
proposed boosting controller, adBoost. The adBoost controller
receives feed-back on instantaneous temperature from the
system to make decisions frequency scaling decisions upon
performance requirements for efficient utilization of available thermal headroom obtained with patterning. Existing
works on power budgeting [11], dark silicon aware power
management [12] [13], dark silicon aware interconnect designs [14] [15], frequency boosting [16] have considered each
of their focus aspects and scenarios independently, without
considering the effect of each technique on subsequent
inter-related aspects. In our work, we integrate application
mapping - to maximize power budgets and minimize onchip temperatures, power allocation - to efficiently utilize

Sparse Mapping

•

•

2

A run-time mapping technique for dark silicon patterning to evenly distribute heat across the chip that
improves power budget.
Design, analysis and implementation of boosting
mechanism to accelerate performance through frequency scaling subject to availability of thermal
headroom.
Controllers with power and temperature feed-back
for efficient allocation of surplus power budget to
improve per-chip throughput and/or per-application
latency.
Design and implementation of a system manager
that integrates the run-time mapping unit - for surplus power budget, power management - for power
allocation decisions and boosting mechanism - for
utilizing the thermal headroom available.

DARK S ILICON AWARE M APPING

Applications with high performance requirements functioning at full throttle lead to high power consumption and
on-chip temperatures. Dynamic thermal management techniques such as clock and power gating, voltage and frequency down scaling, increased fan speed etc., are triggered
to limit the power consumption and subsequently lower the
on-chip temperatures over a period of time. Such reactive
techniques manage thermal violations, while performance
of the chip is degraded. We consider run-time mapping by
patterning the dark cores along with working cores to be a
better choice as opposed to the reactive strategies - for even
distribution of heat and the surplus budget from patterning
can be utilized for performance boosting. This requires
a dark silicon aware mapping solution, which considers
spatial alignment of active and dark cores with an objective
of providing surplus budgets. In the following sections, we
elaborate on design of our mapping strategy.
2.1

Inter-application Sparsity

Application mapping techniques intend to find suitable
cores to bind tasks of an application, while optimizing
one or more parameters among communication latency, onchip traffic, geometric structure - contiguity and dispersion.
While conventional mapping approaches prefer contiguity
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Fig. 3. Effect of mapping on boosting and performance. Thermal profile and progress of application’s execution are shown for dense and sparse
mappings.

for performance, we propose to avoid contiguity for even
heat distribution and to avoid possibility of hot spots.
Two factors that distinguishes a sparse mapping from a
contiguous mapping are spatial distribution of applications
and sparsity among tasks of each individual application.
Consider the heat dissipated by a core Ci , which is a 3-tuple
(Pi , Tn , Tamb ), where Pi is the power dissipated by the core,
Tn is the temperature of neighbouring cores and Tamb is
the ambient temperature. Contiguous mappings accumulate
heat faster with neighboring cores’ temperature effecting the
active cores (i.e., higher Tn ), where as the sparse mapping
we propose benefits from lower temperature of inactive
neighboring cores (i.e., lower Tn ).
Concurrent applications running on a many-core system effect temperatures of neighboring applications’ cores
and lead to potential hot spots. We demonstrate the effect of inter-application spatial alignment on temperature
and power budget through another example, presented in
Figure 4. Three applications App1, App2 and App3 with
12, 8 and 4 tasks respectively are assumed to be running
on the system. Conventional mapping approaches map all
the three applications contiguously to avoid dispersion and
limit packet latency. Thermal profiles of these 3 applications on a 144-core system with a contiguous mapping
is shown in Figure 4(a). The power budget (TSP) of this
mapping configuration computed using TSP library [5] is
66W. Thermal profiles of the same applications running on
the same system with sparsely distributed mapping configuration (at both inter-application and intra-application
levels) is shown in Figure 4(b). This mapping configuration
provides a power budget (TSP) of 74.6W, as calculated by
TSP library. An improvement of 8.6W in power budget
can be observed for the spread-out, patterned mapping
as opposed to tightly packed and contiguous mapping.
Although contiguous mapping avoids dispersion, it leads to
poor thermal profile of the chip due to prorogation of heat
among neighboring applications and tasks. Assuming that
some of the application require performance surges at runtime, boosting them for sustained periods depends on both
neighboring active cores within the applications as well as
other (spatially closer) concurrently running applications.
In view of these factors, we split our mapping approach

into two phases viz., selecting a region that is spatially
dispersed from current set of applications running on chip
and mapping tasks of the application sparsely such that
active and inactive cores are patterned in the selected region.
Latency Vs Performance Gain: The contiguous mapping
presented in Figure 4(a) has a budget of 66W, which is
used to power 22 cores, giving a per-core budget of 3W.
Assuming this per-core budget of 3W as the baseline, the
sparse mapping configuration in Figure 4(b) could power
74.6/3 = 24.7 cores. The surplus budget we could gain
through patterning based mapping could be used to power
up 2.7 more cores, reducing dark silicon by 12.2%. However,
the sparse mapping configurations also lead to dispersion
among applications and increased inter-task communication
latency within an application. The average packet latency in
each of the patterned applications App1, App2 and App3 is
1%, 3.5% and 3.8% (shown in Figure 4(b)) more than that of
the contiguous mappings respectively. Yet, the power budget gains (about 12%) and thermal headroom for potentially
boosting the applications outweighs the odds of latency
induced by distributed mapping configurations. It is also
to be noted that the inactive cores are the inevitable dark
cores - instead of leaving them out naively, we use them to
balance out heat distribution and gain power budget.
2.2

First Node Preferences

We split our mapping approach into two phases - first node
selection, followed task allocation, as proposed in [6]. First
node selection corresponds to choosing a free core on the
chip around which the tasks of an application can subsequently be mapped to fulfill power, performance and/or
latency objectives. From our analysis presented in Figure
4, we prefer nodes that are far from currently active cores
as suitable candidates for first node, in order to minimize
the affect of temperature among active cores. Precisely, our
objective is to find a free and sparse first node which has: i)
enough number of free nodes around it to allocate tasks of
the incoming application with minimal internal congestion
and ii) minimal effect of temperature due to neighboring
(active) cores.
Free First Node: We modify the first node selection strategy
MapPro, presented in [17] in order to meet the first objective
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of finding a free first node. MapPro uses Vicinity Counter
(VC) as a metric to represent number of free cores around
a given node within in a given region. The node with a
relatively higher VC value is preferred as the first node such
that it can fit all the tasks of an application within the region
around it. It should be noted that VC of node is relative to
the size of the region i.e., the same node has different VC
values over different regions. For example, a node within a
5×5 (25 cores) sized region of free cores has 24 free cores
around it, whereas the same node within a 3×3 (9 cores)
sized region has 8 free cores around it. The VC parameter
also represents internal congestion around a given node
by considering the number of occupied nodes around it intuitively reflecting the likeliness of congestion, if mapped
around that node. Implementation details of MapPro are
elaborated in [17].
Sparse First Node: To meet our second objective of
minimizing mutual heat effect among active cores of concurrently running applications, we prefer nodes that are
farther from (if any) currently active cores as candidates
for first node. The effect of temperature of an active core
on neighboring cores (and all cores on the chip) gradually
decreases as we move towards physically farther cores.
Inspired by the surface tension phenomenon [18], where
energy distribution of a flat surface turns into a curved
surface with applied surface pressure, we model the effect
of temperature of an active core on other cores of the chip
in a similar fashion. The temperature effect of every active
core decreases exponentially, but not linearly, with distance
from the active (hot) core. In other words, the greater the
distance from an active core, the lesser the effect of heat from
it. In order to minimize this heating effect from active cores
of other applications, we prioritize nodes that are as far as
possible from such active cores. We define Distance Factor
(DF) to quantify the effect of temperature of an active cores
on other cores on the chip, as follows: Definition: Distance
Factor, DFij , for a node located at (i,j) is the weighted sum of
impact of distance from all the other occupied nodes located at
(x,y) such that (x, y) ∈ M esh.
X
DFi,j =
W ni,j × (e−α(dij−xy ) )
(1)
where W nij is the weight of node nij , dij−xy is distance
from nodes located at (i,j) and (x,y) and α is the mesh size.
We augment MapPro’s choice of free first node with the sparse
first node to find a suitable candidate for the first node.
The algorithmic flow of first node selection is shown
in Algorithm 1 which is inspired by our previous work
presented in [17]. Whenever a new application enters the
system, the average power budget required for its execution
is estimated. Subject to the availability of power budget,
the application is serviced by finding a suitable first node
based on VC and DF values (lines 1-3). Number of tasks
of the application determines the region size over which
VC values will be computed. The node with maximum VC
value, maxV C , among all nodes is chosen as the first node,
and thus also selecting the polygon (preferably square) centered at maxV C . The chosen first node and the application
are passed to patterning phase (line 4). Mapping the tasks
based on patterning is explained in the following section
and Algorithm 2. Mapping a new application alters the VC
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Fig. 4. Effect of inter-application mapping on temperature accumulation.
(a) Contiguous mapping of 3 applications, with their individual mapping
configurations. (b) Sparse mapping of 3 applications, with their individual
mapping configurations and percentage of packet latency penalty for
mapping sparsely, normalized against contiguous mappings.

and DF values for all the nodes on the chip, which need
to be updated. After mapping an application, we calculate
the new VC and DF values for all the nodes, to be used
for choosing the first node for subsequent applications. VC
values for different sizes of regions are updated (lines 623) to determine the new maxV C node. Pro-active VC and
DF calculation eases first node selection for next incoming
application (based on number of tasks of the application)
and reduces first node selection overhead. Conflict between
nodes having same VC value is resolved by considering
corresponding DF values (lines 16-18). Status of the nodes
running an application is reset to free, once the application
leaves after finishing its execution. The VC and DF values
are once again updated as per the altered mapping configuration.
2.3 Dark Silicon Patterning
We prefer mapping tasks of the application in a sparse
pattern in order to reduce the probability of heat accumulation that could potentially lead to hot-spots. We define
the likeliness of an active core effecting the temperature of
its neighbors through its sparsity. Sparsity of a node nij
represents the number of free nodes that are neighboring
it in all four cardinal directions (North, East, West, South).
The Sparsity Factor (SFij ) for a node nij located at (i, j) is
expressed as:

SFi,j =

4
4 X
X

F (i + i0 , j + j 0 )

(2)

i=1 j=1

where i0 = [0, 1, 1, -1], j 0 = [-1, 0, 1, 1]. F (i, j) denotes if a
node located at (i, j) is free or not, such that

1
if ni,j is unoccupied
F (i, j) =
0
if ni,j is occupied
Following the first node selection, we build a polygon P
(preferably a square), which is a set of all the un-occupied
nodes around the selected first node. Intuitively, mapping
the tasks of an application in this region P would have relatively lesser effect of temperature from other applications.
Within the selected region, we prioritize the nodes that are
more sparse to map tasks of the application. As a result,
sparse nodes are occupied first, leaving out the denser nodes
to be patterned in a way that they provide necessary cooling
effect needed by their active neighbors. While mapping,
we sort the tasks of the incoming application as per their
communication volume. We choose the task with highest
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communication volume and map it on to the first node, the
most central and sparse node such that relative proximity
with other inter-communicating tasks is higher. We proceed
to the task with next highest communication volume by
sorting all the remaining tasks as per their total communication volume and map it onto the node with the highest
SF among the nodes in the selected region P . We continue
a similar order of tasks - based on communication volume
and similar order of nodes - based on sparsity, such that
tasks with higher communication gets mapped onto nodes
with higher sparsity, until all tasks of the application are
mapped. Mapping tasks with higher communication volume in the order of sparsity allows corresponding communicating tasks to be in proximity of the high communication
volume tasks, minimizing the weighted Manhattan distance
for inter-task communication. Throughout the mapping
procedure, dense nodes have least priority, which would
remain un-occupied amongst the other occupied nodes of
the region. This provides the necessary cooling effect for
improved power budget utilization.
The algorithmic flow of patterning is shown in Algorithm 2. Mapping starts at f irstN ode, selected from Algorithm 1 by choosing square region (Squaresize
f irstN ode ) such
that application (App) can fit within this region (line1). Tasks
(T asks) of the application are sorted as per their communication volume (line 2). The most expensive task as per
communication is mapped onto the node with maximum
sparsity factor (SF), maxSF (lines 5-6). The mapped task
is removed from the list of tasks to be mapped and the
mapped node is removed from the list available nodes in
the square (lines 7-8). This procedure is repeated until all
the tasks of the application are mapped. The SF value for
nodes in selected square changes with every occupied and
thus new maxSF is computed for every unmapped task.

3

S YSTEM D ESIGN

Our system design consists of three phases - i) run-time
mapping that maximizes utilizable power budget, ii) power
controller that utilizes surplus power budget to activate
more cores (if possible) and iii) boosting controller that
increases frequency beyond the base frequency subject to
thermal safety. The hierarchical view of the system architecture is shown in Figure 5. We first present the work flow of
the framework, followed by details on individual modules
in the following sections.
Work flow: The run-time mapping unit (RMU) is invoked upon on arrival of new applications and is responsible for task-to-core allocation of the incoming applications.
The RMU chooses appropriate first node and subsequently
finalizes task-to-core mapping. The TSP Calculator estimates safe upper limit for power consumption, based on
number of simultaneously active cores using the mapping
configuration. Once a new application is mapped and/or
a currently running application exited the system, upper
bound on power is re-evaluated using the TSP calculator.
The upper bound is set until further variation in mapping
due subsequent entry/exit of an application. The power
controller handles power actuation decisions by monitoring current power consumption and comparing against
safe limit and communicates the DVFS and power gating
settings to the central manager. Power controller is invoked over the parametric power epoch Epower . The boost
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Algorithm 1 The mapping algorithm
Inputs: newApp:New application, budget:Available power budget;
Outputs: Q:Mapping;
Constants: M
√ :Size of the mesh, groups : Number of square
groups =√[( M − 1)/2],maxRadius:Maximum
√ radius of the
square (( M −1)/2), α:Mesh size parameter M ,Pavg : Average
power consumption per node;
Global Variables: V C : Vicinity Count of a node, maxV C :
Node with the maximum VC, f irstN ode : Selected first node
for mapping, DF : Distance factor;
Body:
1: appP redictedP ower ← |newApp| × Pavg ;
2: if appP redictedP ower ≤ budget then
3:
f irstN ode ← maxV C √
[(

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

appSize−1)/2]

Q ← pattern(f irstN ode, newApp);
//Updating VC and DF values after mapping
for each nxy ∈ newApp do
for each core nij located in Row i and Column j do
r0 = maximum(|i − x|, |j − y|);
0
DFij − = e−αr ;
for r = 1 to maxRadius do
if r − r0 ≥ 0 then
r
-= r - r0 ;
V Cij
r
> maxV Cr then
if V Cij
r
;
maxV Cr ← V Cij
else
r
= maxV Cr and DFij > DFmaxV Cr
if V Cij
then
r
;
maxV Cr ← V Cij

Algorithm 2 Patterning
Inputs: App : Application,f irstN ode : Selected First Node.
Global Variables: S Selected square, SF : Sparsity Factor for
each node in a square, maxSF : Node with the maximum SF in
a square, currentN ode : Node onto which current task is being
mapped;
Global Constants: T asks : Vector of tasks of the application
App,size: Radius of square close to size of App
Body:
1: S ← Squaresize
f irstN ode ;
2: T asks = sort(App);
3: while App 6= ∅ do
4:
for each ti ∈ T asks do
5:
currentN ode ← maxSF ;
6:
map (ti )→ maxSF ;
7:
App − ti ;
8:
S − currentN ode ;

controller makes boosting decisions upon performance requirements of applications and sends the corresponding
frequency level and application information to the central
manager. The boost controller is invoked over the boosting epoch Eboost . It is to be noted that power controller
decisions are based on power headroom available whereas
boost controller decisions are based on thermal headroom.
DVFS settings from the power controller are proportional to
the surplus power budget available. Boost controller’s decisions rely on temperature feedback, irrespective of power
headroom. We set Epower as 4 ×Eboost , such that boosting
decisions are made conservatively to avoid thermal violation. This minimizes the oscillation of voltage and frequency
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scaling decisions among power and boost controllers. Both
power controller and boost controller act independently
over their respective epochs and communicate their decisions to the central manager. The central manager enforces
voltage and frequency levels and power gating settings as
per the decisions made by power controller and the boost
controller by arbitrating between them. Figure 6 shows
modular work flow of different control units of our approach. Individual modules of the system are detailed in
following sections.
3.1 Run-time Mapping Unit
Applications arriving dynamically are serviced by the Runtime Mapping Unit (RMU) by finding active cores around
a suitable first node, followed by task-to-core mapping. The
RMU presented in Figure 5 uses the pro-active approach,
MapPro [17], for first node selection and dark silicon patterning based mapping (PAT) [8] for application mapping.
The objectives and algorithmic flow of patterning based
mapping have been elaborated in Section 2.3. More details
on first node selection and dark silicon patterning based
mapping are elaborated in our previous works [17] and [8]
respectively. Each task of an incoming application holds a
computation factor and a communication factor, indicating
their relative amount of computation and inter-task communication volumes. RMU estimates the average power
consumption of an incoming application as accumulated
sum of power consumption of task-per-core, under nominal
conditions. RMU receives the available power budget from
the power controller, and compares it against the estimated
average power consumption of the incoming application.
RMU decides to map the new application with sufficient
power budget being available, while the application waits in
the queue in case of restricted power budget. A possibility of
avoiding longer application waiting time is by scheduling a
sub-set of independent tasks that would fit within available
power budget. Although, such power allocation requires application level information on inter-task dependencies, and
availability and choice of appropriate set of independent
tasks that would fit within the limited power budgets.
3.2 Power Controller
The power controller is responsible for power management
and allocation decisions, as shown Figure 5. We use the light
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weight open source TSP library to calculate appropriate
power budget to be allocated, as a function of number of
active cores [11]. The TSP Calculator (in Figure 5) receives
current mapping configuration to dynamically calculate the
thermal safe power (TSP), the safe upper bound. TSP is evaluated whenever there is a change in mapping configuration
i.e., upon arrival of new application or exit of a currently
running application. The power controller estimates available power budget, calculated as the difference between the
monitored power consumption and the safe upper bound
determined by TSP Calculator. We use a PID controller to
determine voltage and frequency level settings of cores,
such that they are proportional to the available power
budget, estimated by comparing instantaneous power consumption with TSP. In case of a power violation, i.e., power
consumption exceeding TSP, the power controller scales
down the (V,F) levels proportionally enough to reduce the
power consumption to a safe limit. With power constraints
honored i.e., power consumption below TSP, the power
controller allocates the surplus budget in two possible ways,
i.e., either to map new applications (if any), or to throttle
currently running applications. When there is a new application waiting in the queue for execution, the surplus
budget is used to map the new application, provided that
the available power budget is enough to accommodate the
new application. With no new application arrival or insufficient amount surplus budget to fit the new application, the
surplus budget is used to throttle currently running applications. In this scenario, the power controller scales up the
(V,F) levels of the running application(s), corresponding to
the amount of power budget available. In case of throttling
current applications, the power controller also considers
applications’ priority level and network characteristics to
determine suitable candidates among concurrently applications to actuate DVFS. In case of upscaling or downscaling
the (V,F) levels, voltage and frequency levels determined
by the power controller are received by the central manager,
which enforces DVFS settings for power actuation. Algorithmic implementation, power controller’s decisions on power
allocation and choice of suitable candidates for DVFS are
detailed in our previous work [19].
Dark and Dim Silicon Considerations: We present a scenario demonstrating varying DVFS levels using the power
controller strategy under dynamic workloads in Figure 7.
We assume dynamic entry and exit of applications that
create a variable workload that lead to both dark silicon
and dim silicon scenarios. Figure 7 (a)-(d) shows subsequent
entry of four applications with 7, 4, 4 and 4 tasks respectively. In Figure 7 (a), one application (App1) of 7 tasks
being mapped at high (V,F) levels. As another application
(App2) of 4 tasks enters, power budget is estimated and
has to be shared among the two applications. This results
in downscaling the App1 to accommodate both App1 and
App2 within the safe limits. As new applications continue
to arrive, the power budget is estimated and is allocated
accordingly using DVFS. Figure 7 (d) shows the scenario
where there are 4 concurrent applications are running on
the chip. Available power budget has to be shared among
relatively a higher number of applications, which leads
to throttling down certain applications, subjective to their
priority requirements and network characteristics. With a
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Fig. 7. Varying DVFS levels using the power controller with dynamic workloads. (a)-(d): Mapping and DVFS level of applications, ranging from 1 to
4 concurrent applications of 7, 4, 4 and 4 tasks per application respectively.

higher number of concurrent applications, the system execution is inclined towards dim silicon, whereas relatively
smaller number of concurrent applications presents dark
silicon scenario. Power budget gains from patterning the
applications is higher with dark silicon, as compared to a
dim silicon baseline.
3.3

adBoost Controller

The boost controller is responsible for boosting the
frequency of active cores, subject to application
requirements and thermal safety. The controller is invoked
over an epoch Eboost . Transient and steady state per-core
temperature values are calculated using HotSpot 6.0
with its default configuration over every epoch Eboost .
Trace file containing per-core power values is obtained
from the power controller. In every epoch, it monitors
on-chip per-core temperatures to estimate the thermal
headroom 4T , calculated as the difference between critical
temperature (Tcrit ) and maximum temperature (Tmax )
among active cores. When an application requests for
performance improvement, the controller evaluates 4T to
handle boosting process. The algorithmic flow of boosting
is presented in Algorithm 3.
4T > 0 When there is enough thermal headroom (Tcrit
> Tmax ), the controller can boost the frequency upon
an application’s request for performance. With a specific
application’s request boosting, the controller chooses to
increase the frequency of cores running the application by
one level. Frequency of each core among the set of cores
running the application is boosted within in one epoch
(line 9, Algorithm 3). If the performance requests still
persist, frequency of chosen cores is boosted progressively
in steps of one level during the subsequent epochs,
provided that there is thermal headroom. Boosting stops
upon reaching the maximum possible frequency (Fmax )
through successive steps of boosting up to B levels. When
more than one application makes a request for boosting,
the application running on cores with relatively lower
temperatures is chosen.
4T < 0 When there is no thermal headroom (Tcrit < Tmax ),
the controller has to lower the frequency of active cores
and any applications’ requests for performance cannot be
met. The controller chooses application running on cores
with maximum temperature (i.e., hottest cores on the chip)
to downscale the frequency by one level. Lowering the
frequency continues progressively in steps of one level over
the subsequent epochs, until the temperature violation is
under control. Similar to the boosting, frequency of each
core among the set of cores running the chosen application

ΔT > 0

ΔT < 0

ΔT < 0

Boost Mode

Drop Mode
ΔT > 0

Fig. 8. Control flow of boosting. 4T is the thermal headroom. Boost and
Drop modes represents up and down scaling of frequency

Fig. 9. Rate of temperature accumulation

is scaled down (line 14, Algorithm 3). Once there is enough
thermal headroom, the boosting process resumes normally
upon application requirements. Increase in frequency due
to boosting in one epoch can increase the temperature
over the following epochs. To avoid thermal violation,
the boost controller always evaluates thermal headroom
in every epoch to determine the possibility of boosting.
Figure 8 shows the control flow of the boost controller
subject to the thermal headroom available. The number of
epochs over which temperature does not reach Tcrit with
boosting represents period of boosting. Intuitively, a dense
mapping with temperature of neighboring cores affecting
mutually would approach the Tcrit sooner when compared
to a sparse mapping. The critical temperature, epoch of
boosting (Eboost ), number of boosting frequency levels
(B ) and the size of each level (level) are parameterizable.
Figure 9 shows the rate at which temperature accumulates
upon increasing the frequency from 4 GHz to 4.2 GHz. We
observe that temperature accumulation is steeper in the
initial phases and eventually saturates over a period of 5
ms. We set our boosting epoch length to half of the time
period over which temperature would saturate, for a 200
MHz rise in frequency, for a conservative and fine-grain
control. We boost one application within one boosting
epoch, and conservatively boost only by 200 MHz, also by
prioritizing relatively cooler cores, in order to minimize the
probability of potential thermal violation with boosting.

4

E VALUATION

The system model and specifications are summarized in
Table 1 and are elaborated as follows. Application Model:
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Fig. 10. Power budgets of CoNA and PAT with varying number of active cores. Power budget is calculated using TSP calculator upon arrival/exit of
an application, over 100 applications that enter and leave the system. (a). Power budgets for a 64-core system with 25% inactive cores. (b). Power
budgets for a 144-core system with 25% inactive cores. (c). Power budgets for a 64-core system with 50% inactive cores. (d). Power budgets for a
144-core system with 50% inactive cores.

Algorithm 3 Boosting
Inputs: T emp[] : Per-core temperature vector, AP P S ,
AP P Sboost : Applications - currently running on the chip and
requested for boosting
Global Variables: Tmax Maximum temperature on the chip, F
: Frequency, ci : Core i
Global Constants: Tcrit : Critical temperature, Eboost : Boosting
epoch, level: Step size of boosting frequency, Fmax , Fmin :
Maximum and minimum operating frequencies
Body:
1: for every Eboost do
2:
T emp[] ← updateTemperature();
3:
Tmax ← max(T emp[]);
4:
4T ← Tcrit - Tmax ;
5:
if 4T > 0 then
6:
for AP P Sboost do
targetApp ← minTemp(AP P Sboost );
7:
if targetApp → F 6= Fmax then
8:
for ci ∈ targetApp do
9:
Boost(ci , level) ;
10:
else
11:
for AP P S do
targetApp ← maxTemp(AP P Sboost );
12:
if targetApp → F 6= Fmin then
13:
for ci ∈ targetApp do
14:
Down(ci , level) ;

We evaluated the proposed mapping and boosting approach
over applications that are modeled as task graphs, generated
using TGG [20]. Each application is a directed graph of
tasks, where each task holds information on computation
and communication with other tasks, and priority factor to
indicate need for performance surges. The communication
volume between any two given tasks is considered while
mapping tasks to cores, by sorting all the tasks as per
their communication volume with a specific task to be
mapped. Specifically with sparse mapping algorithm, this
avoids mapping tasks with higher communication volume

on farther cores.
System Model: We simulated traffic patterns of applications using our in-house cycle-accurate many-core platform
implemented in SystemC. The specifications of Niagara2 like in-order cores obtained from McPAT [21] are used
as the baseline for processing elements. The communication network infrastructure between processing elements
is provided by a pruned version of Noxim [22] that uses
mesh topology and XY routing. Parameters related to technology node scaling are extracted from Lumos framework
[7], an open source framework which quantifies powerperformance characteristics of many-core systems with technology node scaling. We used TSP library [5] to calculate
the Thermal Safe Power. In the many-core platform we
implemented, (overview as in Figure5), a random sequence
of applications enter the system and are buffered into a
FIFO. A Central Manager (CM ) assigned to node n(0,0)
of the mesh in the many-core platform implements all the
required system resource control and allocation operations
including run-time mapping, power budget calculation,
power controller and boost controller functions. Each of
the control routines are implemented as software modules,
requiring no additional specialized hardware. Our framework is designed to run as a user-space process which
can communicate with the operating system to enforce
resource management decisions. Applications are serviced
in a first-come-first-serve policy, subject to availability of
enough power budget. A suitable first node for mapping
the incoming application is chosen by the (CM ), followed
by mapping all the remaining tasks of the application.
Assuming a base frequency of 4 GHz in our evaluation, we
set the step size of each boosting frequency level to 5% rise
on the base frequency, resulting in a step size of 200 MHz.
Figure 9 shows the rate at which temperature accumulates
upon boosting from 4GHz to 4.2GHz. Steep rise followed
by a saturation in temperature is noticeable over a time
period of 5 ms. We sampled this time taken, to avoid sharp
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TABLE 1
Simulation Details
Parameter
Application Model
Core Model
Power Model
Thermal Model
Network Model

Specification
Synthetic task graph, 4-18 tasks [20]
Niagara-2 like, in-order
McPAT [21] and Lumos [7], 16nm
HotSpot 6.0 [10]
Noxim NoC, mesh topology, X-Y routing [22]

rise in temperature before making a consecutive boosting
decision. It should be noted that the rate of temperature
accumulation varies with initial conditions viz., temperature
of chosen cores at the instance of boosting, simultaneously
active cores neighboring the boosted cores and change in
level of frequency. In our design, we allow the boosting
epoch and boosting frequency level as parametric values for
adaptability of the policy. For evaluation purposes, we chose
an epoch Eboost of length 2.5 ms, with 4 levels of boosting
such that each level corresponds to 200MHz, assuming the
critical temperature Tcrit as 80 ◦ C. A dynamic setting of
boosting epoch and boosting length would be possible,
provided with fine-grained monitoring and control of onchip temperatures. However, dynamic setting of boosting
epoch and level for optimal boosting period requires exhaustive search over concurrent applications, making it NPhard problem. Within the scope of our work, we considered
a static setting which is a light weight working solution.
Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate our dark silicon patterning approach PAT that prefers sparsity against CoNA,
that prefers contiguity [23]. Since we relaxed the constraint
on contiguity among individual applications, we chose to
compare PAT against CoNA to quantify the effect of our
patterning approach against contiguity. As a baseline, we
consider the system architecture presented in Section 3
which uses the power controller presented in Section 3.2
[19] for power actuation using traditional DVFS and power
gating knob. For comparison of dense and sparse mappings,
we use CoNA and PAT mapping policies respectively in the
run-time mapping unit (RMU) module. We also compare the
same mapping strategies from a boosting perspective, simulating them with the boost controller enabled (from here
on referred as PAT++ and CoNA++). In this case, we augmented the system baseline comprising of power controller
using traditional DVFS and power gating with the adBoost
controller as the policy for boosting module. We simulate
the system over a period in which 100 applications enter
and leave the system. The entry sequence of applications
is maintained the same for different mapping approaches
for a fair comparison. We evaluate both the mapping strategies with and without boosting, over different sizes of the
network (64-core and 144-core) and different number of
simultaneously active cores. We use a combination of higher
and lower number of applications arriving for execution,
resulting in variable number concurrent applications and
thus active cores and dark cores. This leads to two scenarios
of increasing dark silicon, precisely emulating 25% and 50%
dark cores, for evaluation. Throughout the evaluation, we
refer to these combinations of sizes and active cores - (a) 64
cores, 25% inactive, (b) 144-cores, 25% inactive, (c) 64-cores,
50% inactive, (d) 144-cores, 50% inactive. Given the fixed
number and sequence of applications, we compare power
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budgets, average waiting time (AWT), thermal profiles and
throughput offered by CoNA and PAT. With the boosting controller enabled, we also compare average period
of boosting for CoNA++ and PAT++. In every case, we
simulated the plat form at 16 nm technology and a critical
temperature of 80 ◦ C.
4.1

Power Budgets and Performance

Figure 10 shows the power budgets offered by CoNA and
PAT for 64-core and 144-core systems over different number
of active cores. The power budgets are calculated with the
entry of an application using the TSP library [5]. Figure 10
(a) and 10 (b) have 25% of cores always inactive while 10 (c)
and 10 (d) have 50% inactive cores. Power budgets offered
by PAT are higher than that of CoNA due to the sparsity
of patterned mapping. At lower sizes of the network and
relatively higher number of active cores, power budget
gains from PAT are relatively lower due to limited number
of dark cores that can be patterned across higher number
of active cores. The amount of power budget gain with
PAT is higher with lower number of active cores i.e., with
higher percentage of dark silicon. For instance, gains for
both 64-cores and 144-core systems with 50% inactive cores
is significant when compared to that of 64-cores and 144cores systems with 25% inactive cores. This indicates that as
the amount of dark silicon increases with technology node
scaling, PAT provides higher power budgets. The surplus
gain obtained at every instance of an application’s entry in
turn would be utilized to accommodate incoming applications if possible, which reflects in higher performance and
better power budget utilization. As we increase the number
of cores, power budget gains will increase with larger area
and more number of active cores. However, a relative power
budget gain compared between two different mappings
depends on number of dark cores among total cores that
can be patterned for power budget gains.
Applications that entered the system when there is not
enough power budget are forced to wait in the queue until
sufficient power budget becomes available. We refer to this
time elapsed between application entering the system and
starting its execution as the average waiting time (AWT).
With CoNA offering relatively lower power budgets compared to PAT, the system often does not enough budget
to service incoming applications, increasing the AWT. In
contrast, PAT offers power budget which can be utilized to
accommodate incoming applications more frequently. Thus,
PAT minimizes the AWT of applications, reducing the time
spent by the applications waiting in the queue. Figure 11
shows the normalized AWT of CoNA, PAT, CoNA++ and
PAT++. The gain in AWT for PAT over CoNA is evident
across different sizes of network and active cores due to the
higher power budget. CoNA++ has a better AWT than PAT
as it benefits from the frequency boosting which provides
higher performance. PAT++ has better AWT compared to
all the other strategies with both higher power budget gain
and longer periods of boosting due to patterned mapping.
Lower AWT implies applications’ request for execution
being serviced quicker, reflecting a lower overall execution
time. Figure 12 shows normalized throughput gains for
CoNA and PAT - with and without boosting. Throughput
is calculated as the time taken for 100 applications to enter

Normalized AWT
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Fig. 11. Average waiting times (AWT) of CoNA and PAT with varying number of active cores. AWT is calculated as the average time spent by each
application in the queue before it starts execution, over 100 applications that enter and leave the system. (a). AWT for a 64-core system with 25%
inactive cores. (b). AWT for a 144-core system with 25% inactive cores. (c). AWT for a 64-core system with 50% inactive cores. (d). AWT for a
144-core system with 50% inactive cores.
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Fig. 12. Throughput gain of PAT over CoNA with varying number of active cores. Normalized throughput is calculated as time taken for 100
applications to enter and leave the system. (a). 64-core system with 25% inactive cores. (b). 144-core system with 25% inactive cores. (c). 64-core
system with 50% inactive cores. (d). 144-core system with 50% inactive cores.

and leave the system. PAT and PAT++ have higher throughput compared to CoNA and CoNA++, as expected due to
the surplus power budgets. Similar to the power budget
gains, throughput gains also are significant with increase in
dark silicon. Throughput gain of PAT over CoNA can be
attributed to two factors - i) higher power budget offered
for a given application, which improves per-application
performance and ii) higher power budget allocation for the
chip over several concurrent applications, which improves
per-chip throughput. The surplus power budget gained
with entry of a sequence of applications is accumulated
and utilized whenever possible to accommodate new applications waiting in the queue. Within the same amount of
time, PAT would be able to execute more applications than
CoNA and/or execute the same number of applications
as CoNA within a lesser time. It should be noted that for
same sequence of incoming applications, AWT decreases
with increase in number of active cores, as there are higher
amount of resources available. However, increase in number
of active cores can be a result of either larger mesh sizes or a
relative increase in number of active cores i.e., lower number
of dark cores. The gains for PAT over CoNA and PAT++
over CoNA++ also follows the trend of AWT in respective
cases, reflecting the effect of AWT on throughput. In addition to these factors, throughput gain in case of PAT++
over CoNA++ with boosting can be attributed to more
frequent thermal violations of CoNA++. Every time the
temperature approaches 80◦ C, frequency of active cores has
to be lowered for thermal safety, which in turn reduces some

performance. With PAT++, thermal constraints are honored,
retaining a higher period of boosting and high performance.
CoNA++ however violates thermal constraints occasionally,
triggering frequency downscaling and thus lowering the
performance.
4.2

PAT++

(d) 144 cores, 50% inactive

Thermal Profile and Boosting

Figure 13 shows the thermal profiles of CoNA++ and
PAT++ for different mesh sizes and active cores. Precisely,
we present the maximum temperature observed on the
chip among all the cores. PAT++ is relatively cooler when
compared to CoNA++ due to the sparsity of active cores.
CoNA++ on the other hand is more susceptible to accumulate temperature and form hot-spots with tightly packed
active cores. Since the surplus power budget from PAT++ is
utilized either to map new incoming applications or to boost
the frequency (or both), the difference between temperatures
is relatively small. Operating the chip exclusively at lower
temperatures with the same power budget instead of utilizing the surplus budget to increase performance could a
designer’s choice.
Figure 14 shows periods of boosting for CoNA++ and
PAT++ over different mesh sizes and active cores. Boosting
period is calculated as the accumulated sum of the number of boosting epochs (Eboost ) elapsed during the overall
simulation time. PAT++ has a relatively longer period of
boosting compared to CoNA++ in all the cases. PAT++
follows sparse mapping of an application and also disperses concurrent applications which result in lower temperatures. Boosting active cores that are already operating
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Fig. 13. Temperature profiles of CoNA++ and PAT++ for simulation time of 100 applications entering and leaving the system. (a). 64-core system
with 25% inactive cores. (b). 144-core system with 25% inactive cores. (c). 64-core system with 50% inactive cores. (d). 144-core system with 50%
inactive cores.
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Fig. 14. Boosting period gains for PAT++ over CoNA++. Boosting period is calculated as time the simulation ran in boosting mode per overall
execution time for 100 applications to enter and leave the system. (a). 64-core system with 25% inactive cores. (b). 144-core system with 25%
inactive cores. (c). 64-core system with 50% inactive cores. (d). 144-core system with 50% inactive cores.
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Fig. 15. Boosting period for CoNA++ and PAT++. The stack shows normalized execution time split into normal execution (in blue) and boosted
execution (in red) for (a). 64-core system with 25% inactive cores, (b). 144-core system with 25% inactive cores, (c). 64-core system with 50%
inactive cores, (d). 144-core system with 50% inactive cores.

lower temperatures allows the increase in frequency to be
sustained for longer intervals, before the temperature eventually might approach critical temperature. Both the higher
power budget offerings and lower operating temperatures
from dark silicon patterning favor PAT++ in sustaining
the boosting period for longer periods. Throughput gains
from PAT++ over CoNA++ can also be attributed for the
additional performance extracted from the longer boosting
periods. Boosting in case of CoNA++ results in a relatively
lower gain, given the contiguous nature of mapping that
accumulates temperature, resulting in active cores that are
relatively hot. Boosting the cores which are already at higher
temperatures would further contribute to approach the critical temperature faster. As on-chip temperatures approach
critical temperature, frequency of boosted cores has to be

scaled down towards normal mode of execution, limiting
the effective boosting period and thus performance gains.
Another consideration to be made for power budget
utilization is the benefits obtained from boosting. Figure
15 shows the normalized period of boosting per overall
execution time. It is to be noted that higher period of
boosting might not necessarily translate into equivalent
higher performance. For instance, the period of boosting is
higher in case of (b) 144-cores, 25% inactive - with higher
number of active cores, and lower in case of (c) 64-cores, 50%
inactive - with lower number of active cores. With higher
number of active cores, the incidence of thermal violation
is more frequent. The controller thus rolls between normal
and boost modes of execution. There are several phases of
- boosting followed by frequency downscaling, increasing

Norm. AWMD
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Fig. 17. Power budgets with CoNA and PAT mappings. Applications
concurrently run: streamcluster, ferret, bodytrack and blackscholes

the period of boosting. In contrast, with fewer active cores,
the temperature barely approaches critical temperature. This
gives an uninhibited boosting scenario, such that maximum
operating frequency is reached sooner. Despite not having
a longer boosting period, gain in performance is achieved
through effective utilization of boosting.
4.3 Overhead with Sparse Mapping and Controllers
The total number of hops traversed by all packets sent and
received by tasks of an application, referred as Weighted
Manhattan Distance (WMD) represents the penalty levied
by inter-core communication in an application. Although
sparse mapping provides high power budget and low operating temperatures, dispersed tasks of an application increases the WMD, compared to contiguous mappings such
as CoNA. Figure 16 shows the average weighted Manhattan
distance (AWMD) of PAT over CoNA for different mesh
sizes and active cores. The normalized AWMD is higher for
PAT when compared to CoNA, indicating a higher latency.
Despite the latency, PAT still offers better performance over
CoNA, with higher power budgets that compensate for
the additional packet latency. Our timing model includes
additional packet latency induced with sparse mappings for
fair comparison. With the same sequence of workloads, patterned mapping configurations per each application remain
similar in each of the cases in Figure 16 (a)-(d), although
the location of first node might vary subject to concurrently
running applications. This results in a similar amount of additional hops traversed and thus similar AWMD values with
sparse mappings. The additional energy overhead incurred
in inter-task communication due to additional hops with
sparse mappings is 14%, 16%, 14% and 16% respectively,
which is also proportional to the performance overhead
(AWMD). The proactive first node finding uses a look up
table to find appropriate first node for any possible sized

Fig. 18. Temperature profiles with boosting using CoNA and PAT mappings. Applications concurrently run: streamcluster, ferret, bodytrack and
blackscholes

incoming application by continuously keeping track of density factors of each node. While first node selection is√proactive, updating the density factors is of O(n × M × M )
complexity, where n is the number of tasks of an application
(or application size) and M is the mesh size. The patterning
algorithm has complexity of O(n2 ), where n is the size of the
application. The complexity of power controller and boost
controllers are O(M ) and O(n) respectively, where M is the
mesh size and n is number of tasks within an application.
The run-time overhead induced with the controller includes
latency elapsed in transmitting the frequency settings from
the central manager to the respective cores. This depends
on the Manhattan distance between the central manager
and the active
core, such that the worst case latency is
√
equal to 2 × M × hopLatency , where M is the size of
the network and hopLatency is the per-hop latency of a
packet. The overhead of finding first node, mapping, power
management and boosting decisions and enforcement of
voltage and frequency settings are included in the execution
timing model.
4.4

Gains with other workloads

We also evaluate our proposed approach on real workloads,
apart from the synthetic task graphs. We chose 4 applications from PARSEC benchmark suite viz., blackscholes,
bodytrack, ferret and streamcluster and native simsmall input data. We extracted execution traces of the
applications using Intel Pin tool and power traces using
McPAT. Technology node specifications are obtained from
Lumos [24], validated against Niagara-2 in-order cores at
16nm technology node. The applications are concurrently
run on a 64-core system over the same in-house platform
platform used for evaluating the synthetic workloads, described earlier. Power budgets achieved at run-time with
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Fig. 19. Normalized performance with CoNA and PAT mappings with and
without boosting. CoNA and PAT represent performance using power
controller alone, CoNA++ and PAT++ represent performance also using
boost controller. Applications concurrently run: streamcluster, ferret,
bodytrack and blackscholes.

entry of each new application using CoNA and PAT are
shown in Figure 17. With sparse mapping providing necessary cooling effect among active cores, PAT offers upto 17%
more power budget, compared to CoNA. Thermal profiles
of the same set of applications using the adBoost controller
over CoNA++ and PAT++ are shown in Figure 18. It can be
observed that PAT++ maintains a lower temperature profile with patterned mapping, which subsequently provides
more thermal headroom for PAT++ compared to CoNA++,
which has a limited scope for boosting. The subsequent
performance gains with PAT++ over CoNA++ along with
PAT over CoNA are shown in Figure 19. The additional
power budget and relatively lower temperatures offered by
sparse mapping allows PAT++ to be boosted for upto 18%
longer compared against CoNA++.

5

R ELATED W ORK

Application Mapping: State-of-the-art dynamic application mapping strategies have focused on performance aspects through minimizing congestion and spatial alignment [25][6][26], without any considerations on power budgets. The emphasis of mapping techniques was largely
constrained to inter-task communication and contiguous
mapping with performance objectives alone [27][28][29].
Precisely, these algorithms do not consider maximizing
performance within given power budgets. The limitations
on future many-core systems with dark silicon challenge
requires re-structuring of mapping objectives towards improving power budgets by considering dark silicon, and
thus performance. Contiguous mapping avoiding dispersion and fragmentation for better performance was proposed in [23]. However, power budget limitation with
dark silicon changes the implications of dispersion and
fragmentation on system performance. A non-contiguous
mapping through geometrical partitioning of the network
is presented in [30], minimizing performance penalties by
mapping communicating tasks on nearby cores and the rest
in proximity. This establishes that non-contiguous mappings
not necessarily affects system performance, which can be
exploited to attack dark silicon. Patterning inevitable dark
cores around active neighbors for improving power budget
utilization was presented in our previous work [8]. In the
similar vein, maximizing performance through adaptive
mapping within a given power budget, by exploiting process variations, reliability and thermal considerations were
presented in [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [15]. This emphasizes the
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significance of application mapping on maximizing performance within fixed power budgets.
Dark Silicon and Power Budgeting: Dark silicon phenomenon and its implications on performance are well
established in [3][36]. Precisely, power densities of computer
systems are rising with technology scaling, which leads to
thermal violations. Common practise of ensuring thermal
safety is to cap the power consumption at a fixed upper
bound - thermal design power (TDP) [4]. A slightly flexible
option for power budgeting were AMD and Intel Corporations’ CPUs with configurable TDP options, however without any fine grained control [37][38]. Selectively mapping
applications to restrict power consumption to a fixed limit
was proposed in [13], using a feedback controller. There are
other reactive strategies that trigger dynamic power and
thermal management techniques to honor TDP [39] [40] [41]
[19] [12] [15] [42]. Pagani et al. have proposed more realistic
and dynamic estimate of power budget by expressing it
as a function of simultaneously active cores i.e., mapping
configuration [5]. They provide a light weight C library to
estimate thermal safe power (TSP) for a given mapping
configuration along with the possible worst case TSP for
a given number of active cores. The effect of application
mapping on power budget, by aligning dark cores among
active cores have been presented in [43]. It shows a two fold
gain from patterning - better power budget utilization and
lower operating temperatures. [44] quantified the advantages dark silicon patterning which results in higher power
budgets and lower temperature profiles of the chip. However, principles for dark silicon patterning based mapping,
utilizing surplus power budget from patterning, allocation
of the same for boosting performance have remained unexplored. To summarize, most of the strategies mentioned
above were reactive to power/thermal violations but do not
directly address the performance penalties or maximizing
performance within given power budgets.
Boosting: The initial idea of throttling an application’s frequency to maximize performance per watt was proposed by
Murali et al. [45]. The goal is to choose appropriate paretooptimal space among instructions per second and power
per instructions, depending on amount of parallelism in an
application. This feature was later implemented in Intel’s
architecture as the TurboBoost feature which increases the
frequency of active cores beyond the base frequency in short
bursts of time for performance gains [46]. Raghavan et al.
have proposed the concept of computational sprinting - exceeding the power limitations of a chip over short bursts of
time by activating cores which are otherwise dark [47]. They
focus on accelerating particularly the parallel sections in applications which can have performance gains with sprinting.
Further, they also use frequency sprinting on top of parallel
sprinting, relying on heat dissipation during a cool down
period that follows the boosting period. Selectively boosting
an application while scaling down the frequency of other
concurrent applications is proposed in [16]. Most of these
works emphasize on boosting the frequency, while having
enough thermal headroom and power budget remain the
key requirements to facilitate boosting. In our work, we first
address the issue of creating surplus power budget through
dark silicon patterning, followed by efficient allocation of
the available thermal headroom to then boost the frequency
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of active cores.

6

C ONCLUSION

We have presented adBoost controller for thermal aware
performance boosting in many-core systems. adBoost benefits from dark silicon patterning (PAT), a mapping strategy
to evenly distribute temperature across the chip in order
to improve utilizable power budget. PAT maps tasks and
applications in a sparse manner by patterning inevitable
cooler dark cores around hotter active cores, allowing them
to utilize power efficiently before reaching critical temperature. Our power controller efficiently allocates the surplus
power budget from patterning to map new applications or
throttle current applications while adBoost controller scales
the frequency upon performance requirements. Lower onchip temperatures with PAT provides sustainable periods
of boosting, improving both per-application latency and
per-chip throughput. In comparison with the state-of-theart contiguous mapping strategies, the combination of adBoost and PAT offers higher power budget, lower temperatures and sustain longer periods of boosting. These put
together reflect in better throughput and efficient utilization
of power budget. Our strategy can also be extended for
heterogeneous architectures, provided the prior knowledge
on performance-per-watt of every application/task. This
allows the choice of more suitable set of heterogeneous
cores at the mapping phase, which reflects on lower onchip temperatures using power efficient cores. This can be
leveraged to boost the frequency of low-power cores for
improved performance and/or use the thermal headroom
created with the low-power cores to boost the performance
of other power hungry cores.
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